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Newsletter – June
Round 2 - Rissington 
Another excellent grid graced the track at Rissington for 
round 2, in fact the biggest grid of the day! Russel Hopes 
was donning his red plates for the first time. Lionel Sifleet 
had joined to swell our ranks and was looking forward to a 
good race against his old sparring partner Rob Perkins.
Laps were reduced on the drivers request to 3 x 8 lap heats 
followed by a 10 lap final. Weather was set to be hot and 
sticky as would be the drivers!!!

Heat 1
D. Bury made the most of his pole position and struck out in the
lead followed by Fowler, Hopes, Sifleet and T. Bury. By lap 3 
Sifleet was up to 3rd giving chase to Fowler with Whyte not far 
behind. Lap 5 saw Hancock and S. Cox (N) sidelined (query 
cause)! The next 2 laps saw a battle royal between Hopes, 
Henry, T. Bury and Green. By the last lap Sifleet had caught 
and passed Fowler and front runner D. Bury to claim 1st . With 
his victory in sight and only centimetres between the top 3 of 
Sifleet, Bury and Fowler disaster befell Sifleet who shot his 
hand into the air and immediately exited into parc ferme leaving
D. Bury and Fowler swerving dramatically to avoid him. D. Bury
with not far to go claimed the victory very closely followed by 
Fowler 2nd, Whyte had maintained a watchful position to finish 
3rd Green 4th, Henry 5th and T. Bury 6th.

Heat 2
It was Sifleet that led the pack into the first corner, but within 
seconds there was mayhem with Karts taking avoiding action to
avert a major incident as Sifleet came to a halt. D. Bury drove 
across the grass putting himself to the rear of the pack. It was 
T. Bury who emerged first with Perkins, Green, Whyte and 
Fowler all vying for the lead. As they crossed the line to 
complete the first lap Perkins now led followed by Green, T. 
Bury, Whyte, Fowler and Masson. On the next lap Green took 
over at the front demoting Perkins to 2nd. The top 5 of Green, 
Perkins, T. Bury, Whyte and Fowler held positions for the next 5
laps. Meanwhile 6th place Masson was doing a great job of 
fending off a charging Hopes, Henry and D. Bury who was 
making his way up the field after his off track experience! 
Bumper to bumper these four were the ones to watch. D. Bury 
managed to squeeze past Henry on lap 4 but lap 6 would see 
Sue Bury and myself head for the hills! As the four rounded the 
corner by parc ferme Hopes made a brave effort to pass 
Masson but caught his rear tyre on the grass, this spun him 
round right into the path of D. Bury who once again took to the 
grass as the best safety option for those drivers behind him. He
headed straight for us, but expertly regained control, travelling 
at speed along the grass he narrowly avoided the tyres by the 
start line to rejoin the track. Hopes also managed to regain his 
composure and avoid D. Bury coming back onto the track. The 
last lap saw Whyte slip down the field with mechanical 
gremlins, Green went on to win, Perkins 2nd Fowler 3rd, T. Bury 
4th,  Masson 5th and Henry 6th .

Heat 3
Whyte took up the early lead but by lap 3 D. Bury was out in front 
and the front pair were putting some distance between themselves 
Hopes, Fowler and Henry. Two  laps later and D. Bury left the track
(of his own accord this time) to retire this promoted Whyte back 
into the lead. Fowler was now 2nd with Henry 3rd having demoted 
Hopes to 4th. Perkins lay in 5th and T. Bury 6th  The order remained 
the same for the rest of the heat. 

Lionel Sifleet Heat Trophy Positions

Tom Whyte 110
Paul Fowler 106
Stuart Henry   90
Dan Bury   87
Rob Perkins   83
Tony Bury   81
James Green   74
Wayne Cox   68
Peter Masson   65
Russel Hopes   58
Adam Woodward   52
Neil Hancock   49
Shane Cox   48
Thomas Smith   48
Thomas Stone   48
Kevin Woolf     0
Lionel Sifleet     0
George Tomalin     0
Doug Hopes     0
Charles Morris     0

Final
After 3 very frantic heats the pits were buzzing as to whether D.
Bury could possibly stay on the black stuff and not use his 
Villiers engine to mow the grass!!
Fowler, Whyte and Green hosted the front row and it was 
Green who made the best start followed by Whyte, D. Bury, 
Hopes, Perkins and Fowler. By lap 4 Fowler had made it to 4th 
and Perkins had passed Hopes for 5th. The front runners of 
Green, Whyte and D. Bury  began to pull away, whilst a battle 
ensued between W. Cox (N), T. Bury, Henry and Hancock all 
vying for 7th position. On lap 5 Whyte was in a good position to 
pass Green along the Back Straight to claim the lead, as they 
approached the corner disaster befell Green and he seized 
leaving Whyte to regain his composure. This completely threw 
the fields order as D. Bury adeptly kept his outfit on the track to 
take up the lead, Fowler and Perkins followed through. Whyte 
was left to take up 4th position. The last lap saw D. Bury ahead 
by the length of the Start Straight. As the flag fell D. Bury took 
the win Fowler 2nd, Perkins 3rd, Whyte 4th, Hopes 5th, Henry 6th, 
T. Bury 7th, W. Cox (N) 8th Hancock 9th and S. Cox (N) 
completing the top ten.

Driver of the day D. Bury for managing to avoid everyone 
even the cooking and washing up!!

Kate



Pit Bits

Filters
After the demise of the conical filter we have now been given the go ahead to run an alternative K&N filter Part No. 
RC5136. These will be £45 inc. VAT. Due to the discount we get we are passing it onto you and most places are 
selling them for £55 ( which includes postage) Having said all that there are none in stock, expected delivery 3-6 
weeks.  It would be helpful if you could order in advance if possible so Sian can put in an order and no one is 
waiting. (I have been dragged into the 21st century and I hope you are impressed that I am now using Dropbox! Good job really as Sian spotted we 
were about to sell now COMICAL filters!!)

The fun bits not included in the race report
I do really think we are going to have to insist on some more fully trained first aiders and fully stocked first aid kits in 
the 210 camp!! Neil Hancock had already broken a metatarsal from the meeting before and we had to make do with
a well used T. Towel with some ice ( Starts shopping list – ice packs) Adrian Watkins had broken biscuits up for 
grabs to go with his new coffee maker (makes mental note, we need broken chocolate biscuits next time) Rob 
Perkins, Simon Bateman and your co-ordinator all went home plastered!! All three sustained nasty deep cuts to 
thumbs and fingers (finger stalls and Steri-strips). Shane Cox went home a little redder than he arrived (sun tan 
lotion and after sun). The most worrying injury sustained however was to Tim Woodward who was heard to shout 
from his camper whilst cooking breakfast “who's melted me knob!!!!!!!!!!” ( I will willingly apply the suntan lotion to 
Shane that's all I am saying !!!!)

Hancocks tip of the day!
Neil bent his axle in first heat and ripped one of his tyres so instead of mixing the tyres he put another set of tyres 
on. These had not been used for 12 months so had a lot of rubber on them. As he left the dummy grid and lit up the 
tyres he swapped ends much to the horror of those behind him, especially Tony Bury who was now sporting a new 
WHITE race suit!! As he attempted to catch everyone up on the parade lap he swapped ends again at the end of 
the back straight onto the grass narrowly avoiding our intrepid photographer who was now ducked down behind the 
marshals post!
Goats
Congratulations James Green winner of the bottle of wine from last months newsletter. Greatest Of All Time (Goat) 
The following drivers were displaying numbers of previous Challenge Champions Pete Masson 32 – Graham 
Payne, Wayne Cox 66 – Simon Bateman, Adam Woodward 22 – Steve Plain, Thomas Stone 27 – Charles Morris.

2017  210 Challenge Championship
Round 1 Rissington Round 2 Overall

TotalTotal Heat 1 Heat 2 Heat 3 Final Att. Total
1 Tom Whyte 108 18 14 20 27 20 99 207
2 Paul Fowler 97 19 18 19 30 20 106 203
3 Dan Bury 102 20 13 0 32 20 85 187
4 Stuart Henry 87 16 15 18 25 20 94 181
5 Tony Bury 78 15 17 15 24 20 91 169
6 Wayne Cox 73 13 12 12 23 20 80 153
7 Rob Perkins 68 0 19 16 28 20 83 151
8 Peter Masson 79 0 16 13 20 20 69 148
9 James Green 89 17 20 0 0 20 57 146
10 Russel Hopes 57 14 11 17 26 20 88 145
11 Neil Hancock 70 0 10 14 22 20 66 136
12 Thomas Smith 67 12 9 0 19 20 60 127
13 Shane Cox 49 0 8 11 21 20 60 109
14 Adam Woodward 72 0 0 0 0 0 0 72
15 Thomas Stone 20 0 0 10 0 20 30 50
16 Kevin Woolf 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 20
17 Lionel Sifleet 0 0 0 0 0 20 20 20
18 George Tomalin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 Doug Hopes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 Malcolm Sharpe - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 Charles Morris 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


